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(CNN) -- Wyze Labs, which makes smart cameras and connected home gadgets, has confirmed databases holding millions of
customers' .... Wyze Labs Inc., a maker of smart-home cameras and devices, has confirmed a data leak that could affect millions
of customers. ... None of the affected databases included passwords or financial information, Song said, and all .... Wyze, a
company that makes budget home-security cameras, ... Executives at Wyze Labs were made aware of the data breach when a
customer posted the blog ... not access live camera feeds, said Dongsheng Song, a co-founder at Wyze. ... “Consumers should be
wary of low-priced 'smart home' devices .... ... 2.4 million Wyze customers, the smart security camera manufacturer says ... was
able to verify that its own data had been affected by the leak.. Wyze, maker of smart home devices such as cameras, locks, and
lightbulbs, has confirmed several data breaches that left personal data linked .... Security camera maker Wyze said it left the
personal information of 2.4 ... More than 2.4 million Wyze customers were affected by the leak, .... Wyze Labs, a maker of
smart cameras and other smart home devices, has confirmed that data belonging to millions of customers has been exposed. ...
Wyze co-founder Dongsheng Song then confirmed the leak in a forum .... Smart camera maker Wyze hit with customer data
breach. Discussion. [removed]. ShareComment. 3. 0 Comments sorted byBest. Log in or sign up to leave a .... The smart camera
company Wyze Labs has been hit by two data breaches, revealing the personal information of millions of its customers.. Wyze
Labs Inc., the makers of the Wyze cam security camera, have confirmed customer information including WIFI router ... READ
MORE: Capital One data breach hits about 6 million people in Canada, 100 million in U.S... A Wyze Labs customer is suing the
Seattle smart security camera maker following a data breach last year that exposed ... flexible database that is easier to query,”
Dongsheng Song, Wyze co-founder and chief product officer, .... Wyze Labs, which makes smart cameras and connected home
gadgets, has confirmed databases holding millions of customers' information were exposed to .... (CNN) -- Wyze Labs, which
makes smart cameras and connected home gadgets, has confirmed databases holding millions of customers' .... New York (CNN
Business)Wyze Labs, which makes smart cameras and connected home gadgets, has confirmed databases holding millions of
customers' .... The primary knowledge leak uncovered buyer e-mail addresses, in addition to the e-mail addresses of these
individuals who got permission to .... Wyze Labs, which makes smart cameras and connected home gadgets, has confirmed
databases holding millions of customers' information .... Looks like this breach was a BOGO special, with two breaches to two
separate databases. And if you think you're safe because you use Ring .... (CNN) -- Wyze Labs, which makes smart cameras and
connected home gadgets, has confirmed databases holding millions of customers' information were .... Seattle-area startup Wyze
offers low-cost video security cameras and other IoT devices. ... exposed the personal information of 2.4 million of its
customers. ... etc.,” writes Dongsheng Song, Wyze co-founder and chief product officer, in the ... Wyze has expanded beyond its
original video cameras into smart .... Smart camera maker Wyze hit with customer data breach 2.4 million customers exposed
https://cnn.it/2suxJKp. c715b3ac09 
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